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12-1 Petty grievances / Litigation

1- Do you think that petty grievances are useful for our society?

2 - petty grievances have increased a lot recently.

3-Some people are for petty grievances, but others are against.

4 On the one hand , Some people are for petty grievances.

5- They claim that, they show our courts are working.

6- They say this is a feature of a good society.

7- They can get at least their minor rights.

8- In this sense, that will prevent committing crimes in the society.

9- On the other hand , Some people are against petty grievances.

10-They claim that, they are costly and waste of time.

11-They say that, they clog up courts .

12-They prevent prosecution against real criminals.

13-They prevent the legal system from working well.

14-Finally, petty grievances affects our society negatively.

15-I Think courts should be the last port for solving petty grievances.

16- We should solve petty grievances friendly by our wise people.



12-1 Careless Driving in residential areas

1- Should motorists who drive too fast in residential areas be banned from driving?

2- Careless driving is the major cause of road accidents.

3- Some people are for banning those careless drivers from driving, but others are against. 

5- On the one hand , some people are for banning those careless drivers from driving. 

6- They claim that those careless drivers may cause many accidents.

7- They may kill our school children. They may cause noise in the areas.

8- They may kill our friends , our relatives or ourselves.

9- They can make some people handicapped or live with disability.

10- They say that their harm is more than the benefit they offer in our society.

11- On the other hand , some people are against banning those drivers from driving. 

12-They claim that driving fast is enjoyable.

13-They say that those drivers can help their families.

14-Their parents may be old or ill and they are in dire need for them .

15- They can benefit their society and help other people.

16-The government should impose large fines or penalties to punish them.

17- The traffic police  can take out their licenses or ban them from driving for some time.

18-Finally, we must follow laws and rules everywhere. 

19-We must respect people’s lives and freedoms.

20- I think we can stop driving too fast by using speed cameras and speed limit signs.



1-Using work computer

1- Do you think that companies should allow their employees to use work computers

for their own purposes?

2- Many companies provide their employees with modern devices as smart phones and 

laptops to complete their work. 

3- Some people are for allowing employees to use work computers for their own purposes, 

but others are against.

4- On the one hand, some people are for allowing employees to use work computers for their 

own purposes.

5- They claim that they will work better.

6- They will feel relaxed , comfortable and interested.

7- They can enjoy their time during their long work hours.

8- They say that ,they will not feel under pressure and they will like their work.

9- On the other hand, other people are against this issue.

10-The claim that work time should be only for work.

11-When employees use work computers , they may waste work time.

12- They say that , employees will be confused during work.

13- Finally, in my own opinion, employees shouldn’t be allowed to use work computers. 

14-They shouldn’t waste the valuable work time for their personal purposes.

15- They can be permitted some time to surf the social media and check their personal 

emails.



12-1 Migration ϟϬΠήΓ

1- Do you think that migration is important for people?

2 -Migration has increased a lot recently. ίΩΩΕϟϬΠήΓϛΜϴήϓϲϵϭϧΔϷΧϴήΓ

3-Some people are for migration, but others are against.

2- On the one hand , some people are for migration.

-They claim that , they migrate to find a better and peaceful life.       . ϓϴδΎϓήϭϥϟϴΠΪϭΣϴΎΓϣϨϪϭΣϴΎΓϓπϞ

3- They can find a good job. ϭϳΒΤΜϮϥϋϦϭυϴϔΔΟΪϳΪΓ

4- Some people migrate to earn more money. ϭϳϬΎΟήϟϨΎαϣϦΟϞϟϤΎϝ

5- Some people may migrate to escape wars and conflicts.       ϭϟΒόξϵΧήϳϬΎΟήϟϠϬήϭΏϣϦϟΤήϭΏ

6- Some people migrate to escape disasters. ϭΑόνϟϧΎαΗϬΎΟέϣϥΟϝϟϬέϭΏϣϥϟϛϭέΙ

7- - Others may migrate for political reasons. ϭϵΧήϭϥϳϬΎΟήϭϥϷγΒΎΏγϴΎγϴΔ

8- On the other hand, some people against migration.

9- People may feel lonely away from their families. ϳθόήϟϨΎαΑΎϟϮΣΪΓϭΑΎϟΤϨϴϦϟϠϮρϦ

28- People may feel homesick away from their countries. ϳθόήϟϨΎαΑΎϟϮΣΪΓϭΑΎϟΤϨϴϦϟϠϮρϦ

People live away from their families and relatives               . ϭϳόϴζϟϨΎαΑόϴΪ˱ϋϦγήϫϢϭϗΎέΑϬϢ

10- They become second hand citizens away from their country.         . ϭϳμΒΤϮϥϣϮρϨϴϦϣϦϟΪέΟΔϟΜΎϧϴΔΑόϴΪ˱ϋϦϭρϨϬϢ

11- They may be treated in a tough way. ϭϳϤϜϦϥϳόΎϣϠϮΑτήϳϘΔγϴΌΔ

12- Finally, migration has good and bad effects on migrants’ life

13- I don't like migration and being away from my country.                          . ϭϓϲϟΤϘϴϘΔˬϻΣΐϟϬΠήΓϭϻϥϛϮϥΑόϴΪ˱ϋϦϭρϨϲ.

14- I think we should solve the problems  that face migrants in their home countries.



Saving water

1- Water is the secret of life so save water to save your life.

2- Water is the most important natural resource in life.

3- Some people think that saving water is every one’s responsibility , but others believe that it 

is the sole responsibility of the government.

4- On the one hand , some people think that saving water is every one’s responsibility.

5- They claim that water is very costly so we should save it.

6- We should use water carefully.

7- We should turn off water taps after use.

8- They say that we should use modern irrigation systems.

9- On the other hand , Other people believe that it is the sole responsibility of the government.

10- They claim that the government should impose penalties and large fines for people who   

use water irresponsibly.

11- It should run campaigns to save water.

12- It should build new desalination plants.

13- It should use modern irrigation systems.

14- They say that the government should raise awareness between people.

15- Finally, water is vital in our life. We can’t live without water.

16- I think it is the role of both citizens and the government to save water.



Preserving natural resources

1- Do you think it is important to preserve our natural resources?

2- Earth is running out of natural resources.

3- Some people think that preserving our natural resources is the responsibility of 

government, but others believe that it is responsibility everyone’s.

4-On the one hand, some people think that preserving our natural resources is the 

responsibility of the government.

5-They claim that people use natural resources irresponsibly so the government should                    

impose penalties and large fines to punish them.

6-It should run campaigns to raise our awareness.

7-It should ban cutting down trees.

8-It should increase recycling by building more recycling centres.

9-It should use renewable natural sources of energy as solar, wind and wave power.

10-It should use alternative ways of energy as wood chips and renewable oils.

11-On the other hand, some people think that it’s everyone’s responsibility to preserve our 

natural resources.

12-They claim that, people should stop cutting trees.

13- They should turn off gas and water taps after use.

14- They should stop pollution and throwing rubbish everywhere.

15- They should use our resources carefully.

16- Finally, saving natural resources is very important for our life.

17- I think it is the role of both the government and people to save them.

18- We should use them wisely and keep them for the next generations.



Freedom

1- Do you think that human values are important for people?

2- There are many human values as freedom, respect , love and peace.

3- Some people are for absolute freedom but others are against.

4- On the one hand, some people are for absolute freedom.

5-They claim that, freedom means that they can do as they wishes all the time.

6-Their freedom should be with no limits.

7- They said that freedom is absolute right for everyone.

8-Everyone wants to be free to decide what to say, where to live and what to eat with others’ authority.

9-On the other hand, some people are against absolute freedom.

10-They claim that. Freedom must be limited.

11-People can’t do what they like all the time.

12-Some people say that they are free, but they shouldn’t kill or insult other people.

13-There should be respect to others needs and desires.

14- Finally, true freedom means that we can do what we like but without harming others’ 

liberty and rights.

15- I think freedom is an important value in our life.

16- All people are born free.



Studying abroad

1- Do you think that studying abroad can be useful for us ?

2- Nowadays, many students desire to study abroad.

3- Some people think that studying abroad has many benefits, but others think that studying in 

Kuwait is better.

4- On the other hand, some people think that studying abroad has many benefits.

5- They claim that studying abroad helps them to acquire some cultures.

6- They can learn other traditions and customs.

7- They say that, they can improve their language and educational level.

8- They can get different experiences when they travel and study abroad.

9- They can also meet many people and have friends from all over the world.

10- On the other hand, other people think that studying in Kuwait is better.

11- They claim that, studying abroad is very costly and expensive.

12- Studying abroad in Kuwait is useful and inexpensive.

13- Our students can be within their families.

14- They say that, they will be close to our customs and traditions.

15- They can avoid being homesick.

16- In Kuwait, parents are responsible for their learning and behaviours.

17- Finally, Studying abroad is more useful but it has some bad effects on our students as they 

engage in their culture and traditions.

18- I think the advantages and disadvantages are equal.



Deforestation ( Desertification)

1. Do you think that it is good to cut down trees?
2. Deforestation is a serious problem as it leads to desertification.
3. Some people think that they have to cut down the trees in forests for 

human development, but others are against that.

4. On the other hand, some people think that they should cut the trees 
in forests for human development.

5. They claim that man is more important than anything else.
6. They cut down trees for human development.
7. They can build new cities to overcome the dearth of housing for 

young people.
8. They can carry out new projects for the welfare of their countries.
9. They remove grass by grazing their cattle and sheep.
10. They can search for oil to become wealthy countries.
11. They cut down trees to get wood for building and making furniture.

12. On the other hand, other people are against destroying forests.
13. They claim that cutting forests leads to desertification.
14. This can destroy the world weather and cause pollution.
15. Cutting trees and plants destroys the nature and disturbs the 

environment.
16. Cutting trees is the cause of the extinctions of some animals and 

birds.

17. Finally, people who cut trees for illegal reasons should be severely 
punished.

18. Government should impose strict laws to stop destroying forests.
19. I think we should protect forests to keep our heritage and we can 

keep the balance in our environment.



Land reclamation

1. Do you think that land reclamation is for great importance for us?
2. Land reclamation is at the expense of marine life and marshes.
3. Some people are for protecting marine wildlife whereas others are for 

building new cities.

4. On the other hand, some people are for protecting marine wildlife and 
marshes.

5. They claim that the reservation of marine wildlife has many benefits.
6. They can protect the habitat of rare plants and animals which are a 

part of our heritage.
7. They say that, in protecting marine wildlife, they can keep balance in 

nature.
8. They can also protect the beauty of the environment.
9. They can benefit from these areas by building nature reserves to 

protect rare species from extinction.

10. On the other hand, Some people are for building new cities.
11. They claim that man is more important than anything else.
12. The population of some countries are increasing rapidly, so they are 

searching for new dearth of housing.
13. Taking lands from the sea or marshes helps them to solve the 

problem of overcrowding, noise and traffic jam
14. Reclaiming lands helps to make new lands to grow their crops, with 

the result that we can overcome food-shortage.

15. Finally, land reclamation has great benefits for solving many problems. 
16- However, I think we should keep the marine wildlife and marshes. 
17- We should protect wildlife to keep balance in nature.


